




Metropolitan Government of Nashville and Davidson County 
Metropolitan Department of Water and Sewerage Services 

 
Inter-Jurisdictional Agreement Program 

 
 
Background:   

The Metropolitan Government of Nashville and Davidson County owns and 

operates a sewage collection, transportation and treatment system (the “System”) that 

provides sewage service to businesses and residents throughout most of Davidson County 

and small portions of adjacent counties.  In addition, for many years the Metropolitan 

Government has provided sewage transportation and treatment services to other 

municipalities.   

On March 12, 2009, the United States District Court for the Middle District of 

Tennessee entered a consent decree (“Decree”) in a case brought by the United States 

Department of Justice and the State of Tennessee against the Metropolitan Government.  

The Decree establishes reporting requirements and deadlines for the planning, design and 

construction of improvements necessary to bring the System into full compliance with 

federal and state laws.   

Although the Decree states that the Metropolitan Government is not required to 

enter into new agreements with municipalities or other large-volume customers, specific 

provisions must be included in any such agreement.  The Decree provides that:  

Such provisions shall include requirements on the contracting party to 
properly manage, operate and maintain its sewage collection and 
conveyance systems so as to minimize peak flows into Metro’s Sewer 
System by excluding, to the maximum reasonable extent, the intrusion of 
surface and ground water and other extraneous flows.  [Such provisions 
also shall address] the life or term of these agreements; mechanisms for 
appropriate modifications of the agreements; and mechanisms for 



enforcement of the agreements (including a description of the legal 
support necessary to develop, oversee and enforce the agreements) such as 
provisions permitting the termination of the agreement and physical 
disconnection from Metro’s sewer system within a reasonable time not 
exceeding two (2) years upon the failure of the contracting party to 
comply with its management, operation and maintenance obligations. 

  

Inter-Jurisdictional Contract Requirements:   

On request, the Metropolitan Government will consider contracting to provide 

sewer service to other municipalities where sufficient capacity is available in the System 

and service would be in the interest of both parties. Pursuant to the Decree, any new 

contract between the Metropolitan Government and any existing and possible additional 

municipality or other high-volume customer will include the following provisions: 

 
1. Customer Points of Connection.     All points of connection 
(“POC”) at which flow from Customer’s System (“Customer Flows”) 
enters Metro’s System, except those exempted in writing for good cause 
by the Director of the Metropolitan Department of Water and Sewerage 
Services (the “Metro Director”), shall include metering facilities approved 
by the Metro Director.  No POC may be added without the Metro 
Director’s written consent.  For each POC, unless exempted by the Metro 
Director, Customer, at Customer’s sole expense, shall install a metering 
device approved by the Metro Director for the purpose of measuring 
Customer Flows. 

 
2. Maximum Flows at Customer Metered Points of Connection.     
For each of Customer’s POCs listed in Exhibit A, Metro agrees to accept 
into the Metro System sewage flows from the Customer System for 
treatment at rates not exceeding the number of gallons per hour  
(“Maximum Rate”) shown in Exhibit A to apply to that POC.  In the event 
of the performance of engineering studies showing that flow 
characteristics have changed since the Effective Date, the parties shall in 
good faith consider whether changes in the Maximum Rate should be 
made.  As used in this paragraph, an hour shall be measured from the top 
of one hour to the top of the next hour (for example, from 1:00 PM until 
2:00 PM on the same day). The flow meters shall be capable of reporting 
flow volumes by hour.  If reported in any units other than gallons per hour, 
flow volumes shall be converted into gallons per hour for purposes of 
determining compliance with Maximum Rate limitations.  Metro agrees to 



accept and treat for Customer these contracted sewage flows except in 
emergency situations and agrees to give Customer notice when such 
contracted sewage flows cannot be accepted and treated due to an 
emergency. 

 

3. Flow Limits.  For purposes of this Paragraph, precipitation shall be 
measured at the Metro rain gauge (“Rain Gauge”) nearest the POC at 
issue.  A “Rainfall Event” occurs when following a period of ten or more 
hours without measurable precipitation, 0.01 or more inches of 
precipitation is measured in the Rain Gauge. An “Excessive Flow Event” 
occurs when flow through a POC from Customer’s System into Metro’s 
System exceeds the Maximum Rate either: (1) resulting from a Rainfall 
Event; or (2) for at least one hour when no Rainfall Event has occurred.  
Each hour during which an Excessive Flow Event occurs when no Rainfall 
Event has occurred shall be considered a separate Excessive Flow Event.  
If there are six or more Excessive Flow Events in any 12-month period 
during the term of this Agreement, upon written notice from Metro, 
Customer shall within 90 days commence development of a corrective 
action plan, submit such plan to Metro for review when completed, and 
within 36 months complete implementation of such measures as are 
necessary to prevent further Excessive Flow Events.  Customer’s failure or 
refusal to comply with the terms of this paragraph shall be a material 
breach of the Agreement and shall entitle but not require Metro, in 
addition to its other rights under law and contract, to do either or both of 
the following: (1) terminate the Agreement immediately and without 
further notice; or (2) restrict in whole or part further flows from 
Customer’s System to the Maximum Rate by mechanical or other means. 
In the event any fine, charge or penalty is levied by any regulatory 
authority or any judgment rendered by a court of competent jurisdiction on 
account of overflows from Metro’s System or Customer’s System 
occurring as a result of one party’s breach of or exercise of a right created 
by this Agreement, then each party shall pay that portion of such fine, 
charge or penalty in proportion to that party’s responsibility for such 
overflows. 

 
 
4.  Additional Capacity.  The parties recognize and acknowledge that 
neither has any ownership rights to capacity in the sewage collection, 
transportation or treatment systems of the other.  Neither party shall have 
any right to compel the acceptance of flows into the other party’s system 
in excess of the limits specifically stated in this Agreement.  Disputed 
issues relating to the provision of additional sewage collection, 
transportation or treatment capacity by one party to the other shall not be 
subject to mediation under this Agreement. 

 
 



5. Industrial Pretreatment. Customer shall administer at its sole cost 
and expense an industrial pretreatment program (“IPP”) in Customer’s 
service area. The IPP shall be carried out in accordance with published 
Federal and State laws, rules and regulations. Customer shall take all 
necessary steps, including, without limitation, discontinuation of service, 
to insure that businesses discharging waste into Customer’s System 
complies with applicable codes, rules and regulations concerning 
permitting and discharge limits.  Further, Customer shall insure that all 
flows from Customer’s System into Metro’s System conform in all 
respects to Metropolitan Code of Laws § 15.60.010 et seq. and any duly 
enacted amendment or successor ordinance. If customer would rather have 
Metro administer its IPP for them, the customer shall require compliance 
with the Industrial Pretreatment Ordinance by its sewer customers and 
shall cooperate with Metro in enforcement of the Industrial Pretreatment 
Ordinance.  Metro shall recover the costs of administering the IPP through 
user, permit and other fees in accordance with the same policies and 
procedures applicable to Metro’s own sewer customers, provided, 
however, that Customer shall reimburse Metro for reasonable actual costs 
of administering the IPP not so covered. 

 
6. This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of 
Tennessee, and any action relating to this Agreement shall be brought only 
in a court of competent jurisdiction in Davidson County, Tennessee.   

 
7. All of the terms of agreement and understandings of the parties are 
set forth in this document.  No modification of this Agreement shall be 
effective unless in writing and signed by authorized representatives of 
both parties. 
 
For consistency and ease of administration, the Metropolitan Government has 

established a form agreement for use in contracting with other municipalities.  Some 

modifications to the form agreement may be appropriate depending on how the System 

and a particular customer’s system are interconnected.  Any agreement between the 

Metropolitan Government and a municipal customer must be consistent with the 

requirements of the Decree and be approved by the Metropolitan Council. 
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